JOS JOOSEN

Jos Joosen from Brecht
EUROPA CUP WINNER AND EUROPE CUP

Jos Joosen and Gerda from Brecht came to the top of their fame with the 1st Internat. Marseille, European Cup
and European Cup in the peak year 2010.
His name is on many lips lately. They question whether Jos Joosen the best distance racer of the moment. His
impressive track record is there to rise. He booked the last four years, two international victories from Perpignan and
Marseille, Bordeaux and a national victory of the prestigious titles European Cup, European Cup and the 1st
International Marseille last year he added in a season three new pearls to his already richly studded crown.
The many top prizes in national and international flights will we leave aside. In any case, his resounding successes
magnetic forces emitted. Because Joosen house in Brecht has become a true pilgrimage of pigeon fanciers. The
apostles of the sport have already stood at the door to get the incensed relics of the loft a young or an egg and are
definitely not the least.
And the ones from the pigeon world know where they need to bring. Their colony to an even higher level So did the
long distance crack Chris Hebberecht. He borrowed at Jos Joosen a sister "Perpignan II", 1st Internat. Perpignan and
who gave to him the 1st Nat. Ace pigeon Long Distance KBDB 2010.
Jos Joosen has been an established name. A bad season, he has never known and he was, according to him less than
a year without a championship. His immense trophy case is a relic of a glorious sporting past. Craftsmanship is

mastery with the king of Brecht. Yet he remained simple in all his successes. He is a man of integrity with a very
cultured voice. Jos Joosen practice his hobby still an old-fashioned way. No vet, expensive food or drugs. All year
round dry manure in the loft and troughs that are excited because they have never been made. Well purely on the
inside "I do not want a slave to my pigeons. There is also something else in the world. And when talking about the
dry manure method I have the following: if the distance pigeons are transported to the unloading they are also a full
week in the manure. Mine are already accustomed to the loft and are immune to, "says Jos Joosen. His sympathetic
wife Gerda must then reply: "When he was working and I had to clean the pens you could eat of the floors. But
unfortunately ". The now 66-year-old Jos Joosen is a retired officer. He was court expert and head to the car
inspection. In his youth he was a cyclist but without striking performance. When the promises he has cycled against
Merckx and v. Springel, the giants of the iron horse. On the farm with his parents in Brecht, he brought up and from
his father he inherited the pigeon bacillus. However, no speed no luck though. That lucky Jos Joosen had at his side
when he made his "Old Bonga" discovered. With this wonder breeder and his son began in Brecht's series of
victories that is unstoppable. Meanwhile, the miraculous Bonga family arrived at the top of his fame in 2010 with
the 1st Internat. Marseille, European Cup and European Cup!
Free mating ...
Jos Joosen has always done to free mating. "You have to compare people with animals. A man and a woman find
their own taste. That is also my pigeons apply. They also find their own great love. And I believe that the best
young hatch, because how many winners and cracks are not already born? "Here over the years, says the star of
Brecht. And if all breeders freely linked losing ten breeding boxes open.
He does this because a cock is a second bin can hold and the possibility that he is great than another hen catching on
the hook. Top racers often came here too. And if all the breeding loft is well paired he puts another ten hens
loose. If he wants omkoppelen one or more cocks he takes them off their hen and cock only standing up quickly as
one of the ten individual hens. And this brought success. The breeding loft in Brecht therefore seems a whorehouse
... Jos also does not believe in a particular type. "I see nothing special in the wing, eyes or construction of a dove. I
have no interest but the performance pedigrees. And especially then I selected my pigeons ".

The simple loft of Jos Joosen.
Bonga and his followers ...
The years of successful loft of Jos Joosen based on a strong foundation. After being very strong game for the day
long distance and middle distance was excluded after thirty years he decided in 1989 to specialize in the long
distance.His very strong foundation was laid with pigeons from the unsurpassed variety of Huyskens-Van
Riel. Pigeons that he took with his friend the then 90-year-old Albert Frenken from Westmalle, who only had
bought from the cracks of the renowned duo from Ekeren. Descendants Then there are birds recovered from the
famous Belgian duo Van Rhijn-Kloeck from Merksem, then the kings of the Union Antwerp, then the College of the
sport. However pigeons from the famous loft Desmet-Matthijs from Nokere contributed a bit. These pigeons were
taken with great success in crossing and then inbred. There was thus a homogeneous strain with unlimited hereditary
qualities. The nugget and unsurpassed ancestor was the "Old Bonga" B75-6.16653 million, with Huyskens-Van
Riel-blood in the veins. His contribution rose Jos Joosen as a star in the firmament distance. He was named to
Bonga, the first black footballer in Belgium who was a virtuoso on the square meters of green turf. The "Old Bonga"
gave in Brecht many as 48 children, including many valuable pigeons. One of them stood out above and that was
"Bonga" B85-6392475, a fantastic racer and an outstanding sire, who is also the grandfather of the "Perpignan II",
1st Internat. Perpignan and his brother the 6th Nat. Pau won by Yvan of Eeckhout, Ronse. He poured cracks
especially with the "Sproete Hen" B83-577, illustrious daughter "Sproete", Louis Van Oirschot directly from Putte,
then one of the great luminaries in the Antwerp Union in 2010 and winner of 1st Nat. Montauban. Six sons of
"Bonga" B85-475 flew all head of International Tarbes. Again But the three musketeers of the breeding loft the
"94", "96" and "97" were sons of "Bonga" B85-475. They are gorgeous black birds that are rare soft nickled and
extremely strong muscled. The "94" gave the 2nd Prov. Perpignan and 2nd Prov. Narbonne. The mother of these

three pigeons is a classy hen Jac vd Wegen from Spoon Street which is still closely related to the Barcelona beads vd
Wegen race "Stefan", "22" and "Lichtoger".

The pigeons on the floor between the manure and feed.

The formidable "Marseille"

"Marseille" B05-6306292 that past season with great display of power the 1st International
Marseille won and who also came to great deeds in 2009 including the 1st Prov. and 9th
Nat. Orange (z) is again very closely inbred to "Bonga". "Marseille" is as strong as a bear and as
smart as a fox. Splendour dove in hand. And that the international winner of Marseilles last year
a great champion is proven by the impressive list of prizes over all distances ...
2006:
11th Prov. Limoges 2628 d.
11th Prov. Montlucon 2264 d.
20th Prov. Chateauroux 2414 d.
2007:
47th Prov. Montlucon 1408 d.
112th Prov. Chateauroux 2124 d.
220th Prov. Bourges 1348 d.
2008:
20th Prov. Montlucon 1700 d.
39th Quivrain 804 d.
69th Noyon 698 d.
73 Melun 931 d.
90th Prov. Vierzon 2386 d.
2009:
1st Prov. Orange 426 d.
9th Nat. Orange (zone) 1411 d.
22nd Nat. Orange 3586 d.
6th Noyon 817 d.
42 Prov. Tulle 462 d.

379th Prov. Bourges 3628 d.
2010:
1st Internat. Marseille 10 331 d.
1st Nat. Marseille 3340 d. <B>
1st Prov. Marseille 418 d.
67th Prov. Orange 490 d.
78th Prov. Montelimar 792 d.
366th Prov. Bourges 3471 d.
His father is the "Cahors" B00-6032231 also a masterful stayer with 1st Cahors, 1st
Prov. Bordeaux and 4th Internat.Bordeaux. His father and mother are again grandchildren of
"Bonga". The "Cahors" is also a product of very close inbreeding. The mother of him "'t 325'
B03-6437325, which is a granddaughter of" Perpignan I "(grandson" Bonga "), 3rd
Internat. Perpignan and the 1st Prov. Pau.
Top racers eminently
For a memorable achievement made in 2006 <B> "Perpignan II" B03-6437345 <B> with the 1st
Internat. Perpignan.These fine athlete is another descendant of the Bonga family. His father is "Son Bonga" B97055, from "Bonga" B85-475 x "Daughter Bourges' B89-716, daughter 1st Prov. Bourges. And his mother is "'t 523'
B02-523 directly from the" 93 "B96-293 (daughter of" Bonga ") x" 't 35 "B94-235, kleindocher 2nd Nat. Dax.
The unsurpassed Bonga family also comes <B> "Perpignan I" B96-6100246. <B> He came to a grand achievement
with the 2nd Nat. and 3rd Internat. Perpignan. His father is "The Dax" B89-050 with 2nd Nat. Dax and grandson
"Bonga" and his mother is "Daughter Bonga" B86-962, daughter golden couple "Bonga" B85-475 x "Sproete Hen"
B83-577."Perpignan I" also had special hereditary qualities. So is a granddaughter of him the mother of the
"Marseille", 1st Internat. Marseille '10, and the cracks "Bordeaux", 1st Nat. Bordeaux and the "Montauban"
grandsons of him.
Another exponent of the Bonga family is the <B> "Bordeaux" B08-6232535 <B> as a yearling feat came with the
1st Nat. and 2nd Internat. Bordeaux '09, 9316 d. His father is a son of "Perpignan I" (grandson "Bonga") which was
linked to a granddaughter of "Bonga". So again a winner which is closely inbred to the illustrious "Bonga" and there
is the "Bordeaux" moreover the image of.
An imposing kopvlieger is also the <B> "Montauban" B07-6140156. <B> A great talent with three remarkable top
prizes of the nationals ... 13th Nat. Montauban '10, 6654 d. ... 35th Nat. Marseille '09, 3586 d. ... 42nd Nat. Brive
'10, 16,815 d. ... He was born in the autumn but turned immediately to a very great champion. His father is "Son
Perpignan" B04-297, son "Perpignan 1" (from "Dax" x "Daughter Bonga") with 3rd Internat. Perpignan x "Daughter
Tarbes" B94-587, 1st daughter Tarbes. Mother of the formidable "Montauban" is "Daughter Souillac" B06-559,
daughter "Souillac" B97-002 with 4th and 6th Prov. Souillac x "Mother Perpignan" B02-523, mother "Perpignan II",
1st Internat. Perpignan from grandson x granddaughter "Bonga" B85-475.
A star from the rich "Bonga" family is also the <B> "Orange" B04-6081161. <B> Also his list is one with top prizes
...26 Orange 6035 d. ... 28th Nat. Orange 4587 d. ... 96th Nat. Narbonne 6033 d. ... 156th Nat. Irun 5,848 d. His
father is the "Limoges" B95-6536121 with 7th Nat. Limoges and coming from "Son Bonga" B87-6086108 ("Bonga"
B85-475 x "Sproete Hen") x 'Daughter Tarbes "B91-168, daughter super crack" Tarbes "B93-438, 1st Tarbes x"' t 76
"B87-176. The mother of the "Orange" is "'t 20" B96-6.10012 million, which again is of noble blood. Her father
"Son Dax" B94-611, comes from two absolute top "The Dax" B89-050 (grandson "Bonga"), 2nd nat. Dax x
"Argenton Hen" B92-307, 1st prov. Argenton. The mother of "'t 20" is "Granddaughter Bonga" B92-302, daughter
"Son Bonga" B91-108 x "Daughter Pau" B91-136.
A best breeder is also the "Witneus Hen" B01-6080646, a granddaughter of the famous "Witneus" Primus Inter
Pares Barcelona and ancestor to the late Roger Florizoone, Newport. This beautiful hen came directly from good old
Karel Meulemans-Damen from Arendonk. According to Jos Joosen he also succeeded in recent years with a hen

from long distance crack Hubert Debaene, Beernem which he linked to "Perpignan II". But the famous "Bonga"
family continues to predominate in Brecht.
Early link
Jos Joosen due to the high demand for his pigeons with christmas linking all forced his pigeons. That happened in
the winter of 2009-2010 also with the kites. When their young were 18 days old there was one at the cock and the
hen nest mate went to another loft. On March 15, they were paired again and after five days they sat brooding on
widowhood.According to Jos Joosen is not too early. Brive they received only then for the first time shown the hen
upon returning home. During the training flights are never displayed both before and after the flight. "Rest is
important," says Joosen. If training flights for the long distance they get the following distances under the wings:
Quivrain, twice Noyon, Dourdan (120 km.) (230 km.) (390 km.). Then a group to Vierzon (500 km.,) And to
Bourges (500 km.) And then Brive. Then he divided the pigeons on the long distance flights.
Yearlings flying to five hundred kilometers same frequencies as the old birds and get as dessert Limoges (670
km). "I let my yearlings never fly more Bordeaux. Since I have a bad experience. Most yearlings are cracked for
their whole life that they are still developing, "says Jos Joosen.
The youngsters are darkened and never played on pure nature. The cocks and hens stay the whole season
together.Both the cocks and the hens of the first round fly all flights with national flights Bourges and
Argenton. Then the cocks and the hens are spared a good nest position have yet to La Souterainne and Gueret.
Hens on nest
Jos Joosen also plays the hens with great success on the long distance. He connected on 15 March and after they
were brought a young big they had divorced. Then they were divided over the long distance races and linked so that
they went into the basket of eggs in twelve days. "I think this is the best mode for hens nest on the ground. On small
boy of ten hens win you bet but at most a top prize. I have often been through in the past, "said the long distance
crack. And with the state of nest eggs twelve days he has already achieved many success. Last season was his first
arriving pigeon Perpignan also an hen. She won the 1st regional, provincial 2nd and 7th international hens. The
"St.Vincent Hen "won as a yearling from two national St. Vincent flights two top prizes and the third flight as twoyear olds from Pau she flew back early price.
Method
During the season the racers get three times as against the yellow. After the training races he puts every pigeon sixth
tablet flagil and then they get during the season at intervals twice Ronidazol three days in drinking water. A few
days before a long distance race comes "Beck", a pure vitamin B, in the drinking water at the local pharmacy he
leaves it. In this pharmacist he has also Argyrol a strong eye drop to disinfect. Pigeons after the flight He also gives
the pigeons incidentally much vinegar in the water. "It only means that many diseases of the loft holds," said Jos
Joosen. He is proud that he has never been. To a vet in his career A bad pilot and a sick pigeon should disappear
immediately.
He has also a hate-products. "I would never do, for example yeast on the food because I know they are too soon full
of remarkable and therefore eat less. And for a long distance race that is always fatal. Sheep, grains, etc. it helps no
thunder it is only on the market to the poor milker to beat "the money from the pocket considers the European Cup
winner.
Cheap food ...
The last two years carries Jos Joosen all his pigeons feed what is the cheapest on the market. It costs only 10 euros
per bag of 25 kilos. It's called Jovati and is made at the firm v. Tilburg Baarle Hertog (B). This feed with yellow and
red corn looks very good and has many exceptional components. The huge increases in feed prices are moreover a
major problem for the sport. We must therefore welcome the feed companies currently 10 euros for a good bag of
feed on the market. And Jos Joosen has proven hard to fly it! What's the difference now? The widowers are

conducted in pots in their nesting boxes. "I do it to motivate them. Therefore they like to fly even when the neighbor
in the tank to get the best pick. And that motivates "says Jos Joosen. For an hour they may enter the food bowl full
and then everything goes back to the loft. For dessert they have still some small seeds. Incidentally, he performs his
pigeons in winter and the hens that serve as a widow, much barley. "Few fanciers know how important barley and
that there is much in it. I have a food section where the quality of cereals is given to it. These show that barley with
00:19 units is one of the best types of cereals. Furthermore, barley the highest vitamin B content which is extremely
important. Given the units that are inside you would be able to fly on barley prices. And if the birds do not want to
perform during the season put them once a week on barley and then it is very often hit, "says Jos Joosen. He also
performs about three hundred pounds of barley per three months.
The widowers train twice an hour. Whether they work out good or bad not interest him. On the loft this past season
was very poorly trained the ... 1st Internat. Marseille. "All nonsense so," said our host. "I'm not the milker of
perfection. I train and run if it comes from me. If the morning rain I stay a few hours in bed quietly. And you do see
the performance there yet, "said Joosen. The best distance racer of recent years has again proved that there are many
roads lead to Rome in the pigeon sport. Fortunately ...
FONS of Ophuizen
Top prizes
International:
1st Internat. Perpignan
1st Internat. Marseille
2nd Internat. Bordeaux
3rd Internat. Perpignan
3rd Internat. Marseille
4th Internat. Bordeaux
5th Internat. Bordeaux
National:
1st Nat. Perpignan
1st Nat. Marseille
1st Nat. Bordeaux
1st Nat. Orange (zone B)
2nd Nat. Perpignan
2nd Nat. Dax
2nd Nat. Orange
3rd Nat. Pau
3rd Nat. Bordeaux
4th Nat. Bordeaux
5th Nat. Pau
6th Nat. La Souterainne
7th Nat. Limoges
9th Nat. Biarritz
11th Nat. Argenton
13th. Nat. Montauban
15th Nat. Montauban
Total 16 provincial victories.

Results 2010
Prov. Marseille 418 d. : 1-22-24-27-38-127-136 (7 of 9)
Nat. Marseille 3340 d. : 1-181-185-210.
Internat. Marseille 10,333 d. : 1-440-462-518-777 (note 9)
Prov. Pau 172 d. : 1-3-8-11 (note 7)
Nat. Pau 2183 d. : 5-23-61-98 (4 eerstgetekenden)
Perpignan (St.Job) 194 d. : 1-5-9-10-18-21-51-58-64.
Prov. Perpignan 682 d. : 2-24-36-44-68-83-158-198-207 (note 13)
Nat. Perpignan 6257 d. : 35-235-398-454-694-903.
Prov. Montauban 618 d. : 2-3-79-110-124 (note 10)
Nat. Montauban 6654 d. : 14-17-135-1475-1560.
Prov. Orange 490 d. : 20-32-56-67-90-134.
Prov. Brive 256 d. : 3-5-8-9-25-33-35-52-53-62-79-87 (note 36)
Prov. Barcelona 1421 d. : 78-105-141-1261-256-273-306 (note 11, 7 prices)
Championships 2010
1st European Cup
1st European Cup
1st Marathon Flying Club Antwerp (Barcelona, Perpignan, Tarbes, Marseille)
2nd West European Super Marathon (10 nominated)
2nd Super Prestige
1st General Champion Fond St. Job
1st and 3rd Ace pigeon Fond Union Antwerp
1st Euro Diamond Marseille
4th West European Super Marathon (2 nominated)
Jos Joosen was already 1st General Cureghem Centre, Entente Belge, Flanders Cup, Flying Club (8 x), IFC 4000,
etc.

